SCAN COIN CCS
Cash Centre System

YOUR WORLD COUNTS
CCS has been designed to cover every part of the cash handling process in a cash centre, from the point where the carriers bring cash to the cash centre, where it is registered, counted and balanced against accounts. CCS also handles the delivery of cash
to customers including placing orders and controlling cash in vaults.
► Highest accuracy

► Maximise uptime and availability

► Gives you full control

► Seamless integration and monitoring

www.scancoin.com

Take Control of your Cash
If your company manages large quantities of cash, you know how complex cash management is.
Cash management involves many time-consuming events and phases. Each can slow you down,
immediately or later on. What’s more, the process has traditionally been reliant upon manual events
and data entry. These typically result in low operational efficiency, increased errors and heightened
risks for embezzlement.
Accuracy and control
SCAN COIN cash management software offers you seamless integration and monitoring. Employing a combination of bar code technology and SCAN COIN software, you ensure security over your clients’
deposits at all times. Whenever a deposit is sent between operators
and/or departments, different stamps are set which enable a full audit
trail. This further safeguards against embezzlement.
The open, scalable design of SCAN COIN software allows you to
choose the specific applications and work flows you require today,
then upgrade your functionality as your needs change.Together, we
can build your software to meet your needs by choosing from CCS’s
nearly 150 individual application modules. SCAN COIN software can
be used as a central database for multiple branches or locally at
several branches. All data can be reached from one central point and
the local branch can serve up to 200 workstations. There is no off-theshelf, one-size-suits-all solution. However, SCAN COIN CCS offers a
truly flexible approach for controlling and optimising your workflow,
especially designed for the European market.

Efficiency
Automating more events means you involve fewer operators in your
process. Also, utilising integrated data management and monitoring
capabilities help you boost efficiencies throughout your operations.
And through SCAN COIN’s cash processing software you can automate
the recording and status of events. All this saves you time and effort
in gaining a complete overview of client deposits. All SCAN COIN cash
management hardware and software can be integrated with your
existing cash processing equipment – no matter which vendor made
them. This offers further returns on investments by prolonging the
useful service life of your current cash processing and cash management solutions.

SCAN COIN AB headquarters:
T +46 (0)40 600 06 00, info@scancoin.com
Go to www.scancoin.com for more information

Technical Specification
Operating system

MS Windows 98, 2000 or XP

Standard PC
Standard server
Network connection
Auxiliary equipment
Database

512 MB RAM
1024 MB RAM
Ethernet 100 Mb/s / 1 Gb/s
Keyboard, mouse, hand-held
barcode scanner, printer
MS SQL

Programming language

C++

